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Abstract: 
              The current paper proposes a new estimator for the linear regression 

model parameters under Big Data circumstances.  From the diversity of Big Data 

variables comes many challenges that  can be interesting to the  researchers who 

try their best to find  new and novel  methods to estimate the parameters of linear 

regression model. Data has been collected by Central Statistical Organization 

IRAQ, and the child labor in Iraq has been chosen as data. Child labor is the most 

vital phenomena that both the society and education are suffering from and it 

affects the future of our next generation. Two methods have been selected to 

estimate the parameter of linear regression model, one Covariate at a Time 

Multiple Testing OCMT. Moreover, the Euclidian Distance has been used as a 

comparison criterion among the three methods.  

Paper type Research paper. 
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1- Introduction: 
Big Data, as a term, has been developed lately in numerous topics that have 

a relation to academic and industrial issues [14]. Big Data Analysis becomes a main 

focus due to  the fast growing of Big Data and the huge size of data  that needs 

analysis such as internet profiles, satellite images, personal information update, 

etc…; the key idea of Big Data is gigantic data taken from diverse sources in 

variety of  types. Many researchers presented definitions for Big Data terms 

according to the dimensions terms of it such as: 

Schroeck et al.  [20] defined it to be “Big Data is a combination of Volume, 

Variety, Velocity and Veracity that creates an opportunity for organizations to gain 

competitive advantage in today’s digitized marketplace.” 

Chang and Grady [4] described Big Data as “Extensive datasets, primarily 

in the characteristics of volume, velocity and/or variety that require a scalable 

architecture for efficient storage, manipulation, and analysis.” 

Boyd and Crawford [2] explained it as “A cultural, technological, and 

scholarly phenomenon that rests on the interplay of Technology, Analysis and 

Mythology.” 

In order to express their methods and techniques in analyzing data that 

should be easy to understand, researchers adopted algorithms schemes. Big Data 

appears in frequent fields of science, like marketing, healthcare, demography, and 

several other fields.  

Big Data’s concerns and challenges have been the main concern and the 

attention of many researchers and it urged them to present new statistical methods 

and techniques due to the fast development of technology and life at all fields.  Big 

Data has been investigated by many researchers, selected authors are listed below. 

Hoerl & Kennard [10] (1970) projected an innovative estimator for linear 

regression model in case of a large set of data under study. They studied 

correlation matrix of explanatory variables under high dimensions. The 

researchers observed that this correlation matrix will not be close to unit matrix as 

an assumption of linear regression, so they recommended adding positive amounts 

to be added to the diagonal of      in order to avoid singularity and unsatisfied sum 

of the minimum square of residuals. Furthermore, they succeeded in labeling the 

new estimator with Ridge Regression. 

Nikolova [16] (2000) examined a variety of penalized regression methods, 

using diverse penalty functions. His study considers L1-Norm and L2-Norm. She 

suggested the usage of  a ratio of two norms so as to develop the penalty function 

under extreme high dimensional conditions. The simulation’s results reinforced the 

new mixture penalty function over the usual penalty function that uses one L-

Norm. Nikolova studied  the Bayesian estimators via using a mixture of  penalty 

function . He, also,  used the linear regression model estimators. 

Fan &Lv [6] (2007) introduced a new iterative collection variable 

procedure, they are called sure independence screening SIS.  The researches relied 

on the choice of initial estimation for the linear regression model rather than 

attaining the loss function of the variables and selecting certain variables with the 

smallest values of the loss function.  
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 The subsequent step is estimating the model that comprises the selected 

variables with one of the penalized regression methods, then  this will be repeated  

until we have the significant variables.  The researchers compared the new 

estimators with Dantzig selector and the adoptive lasso and the result revealed that 

SIS has a better performance under high dimensions conditions. 

 Pesaran & Smith [17] (2014) introduced a novel class of estimation for the 

regression coefficients, depending on the overall and the marginal effect of the 

coefficients themselves. They investigated  correlation among regressors in time 

series models and regression models under high dimensions data. The new 

estimators are utilized in variable selection methods to determine which covariates 

have a marginal and overall effect on the dependent variable. The new estimators' 

utility in Big Data analysis was confirmed by simulation results. 

 Chudik et al. [5] (2018) offered a variety of approaches for estimating the 

linear regression parameter, with the new method being iterative and based on 

evaluating each covariate one at a time. They used the overall and marginal impact 

estimations were submitted by Pesaran and Smith [17], and they suggested an 

adaptive test for each covariate under Big Data conditions. They created a 

simulation study for the comparison of their estimator with other estimators such 

as Lasso and SCAD. Results exhibited that the new estimator is better under the 

quadratic loss function.  The researchers called their method with a one-covariate 

at a time multiple testing OCMT.  

 

2- Big Data Analysis Based on Greedy Algorithms 
Big Data analyzers develop new statistical approaches to analyze the 

massive amount of data under study, many researchers employed new iterative 

methods to analyze data they named it Greedy Algorithms and; they defined it as 

[13]. 

“One of the simplest algorithms to implement: take the closest/nearest/most 

optimal option, and repeat. It always chooses which element of a set seems to be the 

best at the moment. It never changes its mind at a later point.”  

Greedy algorithm work from top to down, that is to say: the algorithm 

makes one selection and then another one, subsiding problems to minor ones.  

 

3- One Covariate at a Time Multiple Testing OCMT 
OCMT method was presented in 2016 by Chudik, Kapetanios and Pesaran 

[13] they suggested a new model section procedure for Big Data sets. The chief idea 

is to test every regression coefficient    individually one by one with a focus on the 

marginal and net impact of regressors in the first step, then this procedure is 

iterated until all statistically important covariates are involved in multiple 

regression. They used concepts of multiple testing for controlling the probability of 

choosing the true model. They referred to the new estimation method as One 

Covariate at a Time Multiple Testing OCMT. 

Setting the identity of covariates                to have signal variables 

and to simplify the procedure and for the sake of denoting the total of covariates in 

the regression model as   {                     } . Here, there are groups 

of covariates; k  represents all covariates hold (    ), while the second group 

*         + stands for the covariates that hold  (    ) ,but they possess an 
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impact of regression model through the net impact, while the remaining   
  covariates characterize the covariates that have a marginal or net impact on the 

regression model [5]. The idea is the addition of some covariates from the second 

group to the first group by a number of testing iterations, which select the most 

statistically significant regressors. Subsequently, k is bounded but unknown, we set  

          . Here Pesaran and Smith [17] express the mean net impact as follows. 

             ∑                               
 
                                                   … (1) 

The meaning of net impact is the impact that may be caused by one 

covariate to other covariates. As the test was completed on hypothesis       

                        as we focus on the net impact. Suppose we have n 

observations on   and   covariates on X. In the first stage, we can rewrite the 

linear model as follows [5].  

                                                                                              … (2) 

Where    
  

   
  and    is defined in (1), here the parameter    is regarded as 

the marginal and the net impact; the idea of replacing the coefficient factor   with 

  is that the last one is considered the marginal and net impact on the dependent 

variable Y and might be a better measure that changes from iteration to other 

because the remaining variable after each selection. We can denote the t-ratio of    

for the model in (2) to test the hypothesis                            as     in the 

following form [3]. 

               
 ̂ 

    ( ̂ )
                                                                             … (3) 

Pesaran and Smith [17] derive an estimation for the parameter   through 

using asymptotic properties as follows:        

            ̂    (      )
  

                                                         … (4)  

Where    ( ̂ )    (      )
  

  and    stand for the variance parameter by 

using  net impact formula, then by using the estimation of the parameters which 

can be written (3) as follows [17]. 

                √  (  
    )

  
   

                                                   … (5) 

Where            ⁄    ,   is     ones vector and     ∑  ̂  
  

    and the 

estimation of the marginal covariance will be : 

               ̂  
  

  
   

 
                                                                             … (6) 

Where     0     (  
   )

  
  

 1   and for each covariate tested in (5) we reject 

          if |   |   (   )  where  (   ) is the critical value as follow [12]. 

              (   )     .  
  

    /                                                    … (7) 

Where     is the inverse standard normal distribution, the test has the 

tendency to be standard normal distribution, which can be attributed to the 

extreme size of sample understudy function for positive constants      . Choosing 

critical value is essential since it has rule over the power of the selection process 

[15]. 
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At the end of the first stage of multiple selection procedure,  there will be 

selection of all covariates that hold      and suppose k is the number of the 

selected covariates in the first stage. Let    be the matrix that has all the selected 

covariates in first stage, while the rest of      covariate will be in the matrix   . 

At the following stage, the model for the rest of the covariates will be set as the 

same in first stage and  there will be rewriting for the mean net impact. 

                ∑                                  
 
                                         … (8) 

The regression model will be set as the same in the first stage, for the rest 

covariates [5]. 

                                                                                             … (9) 

Now, the second iteration can be made of multiple testing for the model in 

(9) by repeating the t-ratio test in (5) as there will be a  change of the mean net 

impact.  

Suppose that     be the matrix that has all the selected covariates in the 

second stage the t-ratio test will be repeated for the other stages until there are no 

covariates to be selected by the t-ratio test that eliminates the covariates that have 

no marginal or net impact on the dependent variable.  Then, we set    to be the 

matrix that contains the total number of covariates that selected in all stages of 

multiple testing procedure 

    ,              -. 
In the last step,  the OCMT estimator for the regression model that contains all the 

selected covariates will be the ordinary least squares estimator OLS as follows. 

            ̂    (  
   )

    
                                                         …. (10) 

Finally, the OCMT estimator will be [5]. 

            ̂     {  ̂      (   )

               
                                            … (11) 

4- Proposed Estimator 
The multiple test procedure is influential and used to deal with high 

dimensional data and Big Data sets; the OCMT estimator offers a fast and easy 

method to apply multiple test procedure via the mean net impact and the t-ratio for 

the selection of the covariates that possess a marginal and net impact on Y [22]. 

Here, we suggest a similar approach to the OCMT procedure by using a test of 

ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables as a selection test for the statistically 

significant covariate. The test was submitted for the first time by Geoman et al [9], 

who introduced a score test depending on the ratio of quadratic forms, and this test 

is not degenerate under the high dimension conditions, so it is appropriate to be 

used with Big Data sets [22]. Firstly, we make a definition of  the ratio of the 

quadratic form test that will be used subsequently in the multiple testing procedure 

for selecting the covariates that have an influence on the dependent variable. 

Suppose we have linear regression model, and we desire to test the hypothesis 

                         , Geoman derives a test statistic under high dimension 

conditions beginning with the following quadratic form test [7]. 

                (    )    (    )                                          …. (12) 
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Where Z here is the standardized matrix of X and the division by n is 

beneficial for avoiding degeneracy as the large sample size, [11] Q is quadratic 

form that follows Chi-square distribution   
( ) with r degree of freedom and to 

surpass the power of testing for the test statistic in (12). The test on the nuisance 

parameter is divided as follows: [8] 

              
(    )    (    )

                                                                … (13) 

Under the null hypothesis and the large size of the sample as      , 

Geoman [7] advocated using a pivot approximation for the test statistic in (13) to be 

suitable in the linear model case as following. 

             
 

 ( )
 

(    )    (    )

      (    )
                                                    … (14) 

Where       and the test statistic in (14) rely on obtaining    and this 

could create  some problems of singularity for the matrix     as there are Big Data 

sets under study, so the denominator of the test statistic in (14) can be expressed  as 

follows [19]. 

                 (    )   (    )  (    )                              … (15)              

By substituting (14) in (13) we can get.  

             
(    )    (    )

(    )  (    )
                                                                 .. (16) 

Where D is the diagonal matrix of    ; the test statistic in (16) is  suitable 

for the Big Data condition because  we avoid obtaining   . Lastly, by substituting 

the model parameters with the estimated ones, the test statistic will be as follows 

[18]. 

            
(    ̂)

 
   (    ̂)

(    ̂)
 
 (    ̂)

                                                                … (17)  

The expression on (17) will be used in the multiple test procedure for 

selecting covariates that can  impact over Y; the test statistic in (17) has F 

distribution since it is a ratio between two quadratic forms with a certain degree of 

freedom and a significant level [9], and we reject            if 

  [ (       )  (         )] . The concept behind our suggested estimator is to employ 

a univariate version of the test statistic in (17) to examine each covariate's marginal 

and net impact. Now by recalling  the OCMT procedure in the first stage, we set 

the model as follows [19]. 

                                                                                                 .. (18) 

Where   
  

   
 and     as in (12) by exchanging the linear model parameter 

with   , we can test the marginal and net impact of each covariate as the new 

parameter consider them on the model (18) as the first stage in our multiple testing 

procedure for testing  the hypothesis                             as follows [21]. 

              
(     ̂ )

 
    

 (     ̂ )

(     ̂ )
 
 (     ̂ )

                                                        … (19) 

Additionally, by recalling the estimation of the regression parameter in (4) 

[17], the following can be written. 

           ̂    (      )
  

                                                          … (20) 
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Where      
     

 ⁄ ,    ∑  ̂  
  

    ,  ̂  
  

  
   

 
 , and      

    0     (  
   )

  
  

 1   . By the end of the first stage, let us suppose that      

be the matrix that holds all the covariates that is statistically important and    

represents the matrix that contains the other      that were not important and 

out of selection in the first stage. Now, we set the model and the mean net impact 

[5]. 

              ∑                                   
 
                                       … (21)  

                                                                                              … (22) 

 The procedure will be repeated through the application of the ratio test as 

in (19) until we have no statistically important covariates to be added. Let us set 

   ,         - to be the matrix that contains all the significant covariates at 

the end of the last stage then our proposed estimator will be the ordinary least 

square estimator. 

               ̂   {  ̂      (   )

               
                                                  … (23) 

5- Criteria of Comparison     
 There are a variety of statistical comparison procedures that are based on a 

certain assumption or theoretical foundation [1]. We have chosen the Euclidian 

Distance, which can be a way of comparison because of the high dimensions of data 

and the different types of data under study. Euclidian Distance is a useful method 

for comparing the vectors of estimators that does not require any theoretical 

background and has a formula for a (   ) estimator vector as follows. 

     ( )  
√  

    
      

 

 
                                                                  … (24) 

6- Results and Discussion   
We used a simulation study in our dissertation to analyze the performance 

of the OCMT and our proposed estimator PR. Simulation studies are highly 

important to support the work and recommendations of researchers. There were 

400 variables generated with a sample size equal to 20000, the variables are 

standard normal distributed with zero mean and variance equal to one, so here our 

X matrix will be                             to be close to be Big Data 

set of variables, and the generating process will be repeated 300 times. OCMT will 

be calculated from equation (11), our proposed estimator PR will be attained from 

equation (23), a comparison made by using Euclidian distance ED as in equation 

(24). 
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Figure (1) Euclidian Distance (OCMT, PR) 

From Figure (1), it can be seen that the OCMT and PR estimators are doing  

well with a good preference for PR estimator. It is similar when the p gets larger p 

= 200  OCMT estimator doing very well and PR estimator is the best , when p 

becomes extremelylarge p = 400 we realize that proposed estimator PR is the best 

estimator. 

Table (1) Euclidian Distance (ED)  for the Estimation 

Methods (OCMT, PR) 

P OCMT PR P OCMT PR P OCMT PR 

20 41.220 40.295 160 32.489 31.208 300 24.085 23.539 

40 38.781 36.872 180 32.367 31.035 320 23.431 22.034 

60 37.823 35.633 200 30.608 29.512 340 22.341 21.616 

80 36.072 35.009 220 29.263 28.952 360 22.345 21.253 

100 35.865 34.163 240 28.518 27.560 380 22.075 21.114 

120 35.700 34.034 260 26.037 25.327 400 22.165 21.683 

140 34.263 33.618 280 24.860 24.441    

 

Here, tables will be explained in the simulation study in accordance with the 

number of variables p as follows: When p = 20 – 100 and from Table (1) , there is 

good performance for PR estimator and it is almost the same for OCMT estimator, 

when the number of variables p =180 – 280 when there is still the fine performance 

of the proposed estimator PR and OCMT estimator. Moreover, when p = 300-400, 

PR estimator still performs  satisfyingly  and it is the same for OCMT estimator; 

from the result of the simulation study, it’s clear that PR is the best estimator. 

Before discussing  the data details,  a short explanation of the concept of child labor 

needs to be introduced and it was calculated for a group of families as follow: 

                
 

 
                                                                                   … (3.1) 
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Where q is the number of children under 14, who work, and t represents 

the total number of children. We have acquired a large number of sets of surveys 

data from the Central Statistical Organization IRAQ to represent 10000 group of 

families from variety parts of the country, and we calculate the MPI vector 

(       ) ; we have 340 variables from various types quantitative, ordinal, 

nominal, etc… 

 
Figure (2) Euclidian Distance (OCMT, PR) 

  

Figure (2) displays OCMT and PR estimators perform fully good, when p = 

75, besides  the best estimator is PR with a pleasant performance  and OCMT 

estimator performs an agreeable routine,  when p = 300, the proposed estimator PR 

retains to be  the best estimator. 

Table (2) Euclidian Distance ED for the Estimation 

Methods (OCMT, PR) 

P OCMT PR P OCMT PR P OCMT PR 

20 58.93351 58.3624 140 64.05336 64.95065 260 54.80652 54.09717 

40 56.07598 56.06633 160 55.26968 55.14106 280 45.56152 45.91072 

60 50.88382 50.65052 180 47.78088 47.72262 300 44.60261 44.95859 

80 41.87114 41.71824 200 46.52746 46.67422 320 50.34595 50.07329 

100 45.92844 45.49849 220 50.05477 50.82404 340 54.57629 54.40262 

120 56.36501 56.01582 240 60.81665 60.44945    

 

By adding 10 real variables at a time to calculate the ED for all the five 

estimators, we will clarify all tables by using real data according to the number of 

variables p as follows. When p = 20 – 100 and from Table (2), the performance of 

PR estimator is good and also for the OCMT estimator, when the number of 

variables p = 100 – 200 PR and OCMT estimators perform pleasantly fine, and 

when p = 300-340, the great performance of PR and OCMT estimators continues, 

and PR is the best estimator. As a summary of the result of the real data study, PR 

is the best estimator for estimating the coefficients of the linear regression model. 
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7- Conclusions  
The findings of the simulation study demonstrate that the suggested 

estimator PR has very good performance and is very near to the OCMT method 

when the number of variables is quite large. When real data is used, the 

performance of the proposed estimator PR and OCMT estimators is the best when 

the number of variables is quite small, and with Big Data properties it becomes 

very obvious that the proposed estimator PR and OCMT methods that are 

dependent on the multiple testing procedure to select the statistically significant 

variable are the best with little preference for  proposed estimator PR. 

We recommend our proposed estimator for estimating the coefficient of a 

linear regression model under Big Data conditions because of its good performance 

in simulation studies, where the proposed estimator PR gets the smallest values of 

Euclidean Distance ED when p is small or large; moreover, the proposed estimator 

PR estimator shows a significant performance when real data were used. 
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Appendix 1 :- Variables under Study 
No Variable  NO Variable 

1 Household number 41 Region 

2 persons number 42 Mother's number up 48 

3 Age Average 42 Father's  number   up 48 

4 Sex Ratio 44 Education of household head 

5 Men number 45 Functional difficulties 

6 number of woman age 15 - 49 46 Health insurance 

7 number of man age 15 - 49 47 Age at beginning of school year 

8 number for children age 0-4 48 Mother’s education 

9 Member age 0-17 49 Mother's disabilities (age 18-49 years) 

10 Is natural mother alive 50 Father’s education 

11 Does natural mother live in H 51 Household sample weight 

12 Natural mother's number in H 52 Combined wealth score 

13 number natural mother live O 53 Wealth Quintile 

14 Is natural father alive 54 Percentile Group of com1 

15 Does natural father live in H 55 Wealth Quintile Urban 

16 Natural father's l number in H 56 Percentile Group of urb1 

17 number natural father live O 57 Rural wealth score 

18 number caretaker for children 0-17 age 58 Wealth Quintile Rural 

19 Mothers age average  59 Percentile Group of rur1 

20 fathers age average 60 Primary sampling unit 

21 Age 4 and above 61 Stratum 

22 Early Childhood Education 62 Household ID 

23 Highest level of education attended 63 Individual ID 

24 Highest grade attended at that level 64 Highest educational level attended 

25 Highest grade completed at that level 65 Highest year of education completed 

26 Age 4-24 66 number of years of education  

27 Early Childhood Education  67 Child education u 6 

28 Attended school during last 5y 68 years of education u 6 

29 Level of education attended  69 at least one member with 6 years of edu 

30 Grade of education attended  70 Attended school during current year 

31 Attended public school  71 child schooled 

32 School tuition in the current school year 72 missing school attendance for at least 2/3  

33 Material support in the current school 

year 

73 Household has children in school age 

34 Attended school  74 child no attending private 

35 Level of education attended private  75 child not attended private 

36 Grade of education attended previous  76 all school age children  to class 8 in 

school 

37 Child under 10 N A 77 Woman's  number NA 

38 Child under 17 NA 78 Women BH 

39 Area of household  79 Total child death for each women  

40 Region/Governorate 80 Total child death last 5 years  
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 مستخلص البخث:

فً هزا انثحث ذم ذقذٌم مقذس مقرشح نرقذٌش مؼانم اومىرج الاوحذاس انخطً فً ظم وجىد انثٍاواخ انكثٍشج.            

حٍد ذىىع انمرغٍشاخ فً انثٍاواخ انكثٍشج ذجهة انؼذٌذ مه انرحذٌاخ انرً ذغشي انثاحثٍه لإٌجاد غشق ذقذٌش جذٌذج 

انجهاص انمشكضي نلإحصاء. وذم اخرٍاس انثٍاواخ انمرؼهقح تؼمانح  مه  نمؼانم اومىرج الاوحذاس انخطً. ذم جمغ تٍاواخ

الأغفال. حٍث ذؼذ ػمانح الأغفال مه انظىاهش انمهمح انرً ٌؼاوً مىها انمجرمغ وانرؼهٍم وذىثش فً مسرقثم الأجٍال 

تالإظافح انى  OCMT انقادمح. ذم اخرٍاس غشٌقرٍه نرقذٌش مؼانم اومىرج الاوحذاس فً انثٍاواخ انكثٍشج وهً غشٌقح

تٍان انطشق وكان انهذف هى  انطشٌقح انمقرشحح. وذم اسرؼمال انمسافح الاقهٍذٌح كمؼٍاس نهمقاسوح تٍه انطشٌقرٍه . 

الأفعم نرقذٌش مؼانم اومىرج الاوحذاس فً انثٍاواخ انكثٍشج. وذم انرىصم انى افعهٍح انطشٌقح انمقرشحح نرقذٌش 

وان انثٍاواخ ذمثم مؤششاخ حٍىٌح نمجامٍغ مه انؼىائم مه مخرهف  انكثٍشج.اومىرج الاوحذاس فً انثٍاواخ 

انرً ذذفغ انى ذىامً ظاهشج ػمانح الأغفال الاقرصادٌح مىها  انمرغٍشاخمحافظاخ انؼشاق. وذم انرشكٍض ػهى 

 وانصحٍح. 

انرىحذ انراي ٌؼاوً مىها : انرشكٍض ػهى تؼط انمرغٍشاخ الاجرماػٍح مثم وجىد الاب او امشاض اَثاس الاجرماػٍح

 ث ػه ػمم . حالأغفال وانرً ذذفؼهم فً تؼط الأحٍان انى ذشك انذساسح وانث

 

 : وسقح تحثٍح.وىع انثحث

انثٍاواخ انكثٍشج . ػمانح الأغفال . انفقش مرؼذد الاتؼاد . اومىرج الاوحذاس  :المصطلخات الرئيسة للبخث

 .  OCMTانخطً. 
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